Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Transmission of video sequences over both the Internet and wireless networks is becoming increasingly popular. As the bandwidth available to users increases, video services are becoming a commodity offered by many Internet multimedia service content providers. In this perspective, a lot of research work has been reported in the previous literature mainly regarding transmission of live streaming video flows in multipoint fashion. The traditional approach based on either multicast at the IP level [13, 14] or content distribution networks (CDN) [12] motivated the choice of many servers/proxies to be located as close as possible to the users to reduce bandwidth usage and latency. This architecture is becoming outdated as it lacks flexibility, that on the contrary is strongly required in such dynamic world. So, the most promising and attractive alternative today is represented by peer-to-peer (p2p) networks [21] , which are self-organizing overlay networks that aggregate large numbers of heterogeneous computers called nodes or peers. In p2p systems, peers communicate directly to each other for data sharing and data exchanging. The characteristics of p2p networks make them a very good choice for video broadcast over IP networks.
Differently from traditional file-sharing p2p networks, support of video content streaming highly exploits application-level multicast (ALM) to make an efficient use of bandwidth. The feasibility of this approach has been proved by systems such as Coolstreaming [22] , PPlive [23] , ESM [24] . Video streaming systems based on the p2p concept have already achieved a number of large-scale deployments, accommodating tens of thousands of simultaneous users [20] .
In this context, a very huge number of research papers have been focused on the vulnerability of the overlay network. It is mainly due to the peer churn [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] , that is, the instability due to nodes that dynamically join and leave the network.
To overcome this problem, the traditional strategy is to use a multiple tree topology (forest topology) and a multiple description coding (MDC) video source [31] [32] . In this way each node receives a position in each tree; the encoded video is subdivided in different substreams, all individually decodable, each at a lower quality than the original. These substreams are routed to each peer through independent paths along different trees. If all the descriptions are received, then the single coded video stream can be decoded with the maximum quality. This approach is very attractive since it is possible to exploit the inherent protection provided by path diversity among the different descriptions. Thanks to these properties, MDC has been integrated for example in CoopNet [33] and SplitStream [2] . However, although these systems are quite robust in presence of peer churn, at the same time, they organize the overlay network not taking into account the available bandwidth of the underlying network. So potential bottlenecks might occur. Moreover, these systems do not take into account the amount of bandwidth to reserve to each description.
Several other works pointed their attention to strategies aimed at creating and managing the overlay network topology and organizing it as a tree, a forest, or a mesh (see [9, 10, 11] ). A good comparison between these different approaches can be found in [8] , where it is shown that mesh structures are more efficient in terms of bandwidth utilization, load balancing and network stability, while tree and forest structures better perform in terms of end-to-end delay and ordered delivery of video packets flow.
On the other hand, in the immediate future a large slice of new Internet applications will be constituted by multipoint real-time video communications, as for example videoconference, tele-teaching, remote training sessions, cooperative work [7, 6, 1, 2, 3] . These applications share the following peculiarities:
-the number of participants is not huge, but of the order of hundreds; -the most stringent requirement is end-to-end delay; -usually participants enter the network at the beginning of the session, and leave it at the end, and consequently the overlay network does not suffer of instability due to peer churn; -coding is made in real-time, and therefore the perceived quality at destination is strongly influenced by instantaneous bandwidth fluctuations.
With all this in mind, the target of this paper is to define a platform for multipoint real-time video distribution in the current Internet. For the above observations, in the considered application scenarios, peer churn is not a main issue. So, for the sake of simplicity, peer departure and peer arrival events, although managed by our platform described in Section 3, will not be accounted in the performance analysis because considered as rare events during the normal working of the platform. The impact of peer churn in transient periods is so considered out of the scope of this work, and planned in future works.
On the contrary, the scope of the paper regards bandwidth oscillations of the links in the underlying network, which can strongly deteriorate performance even in stable networks. This is an important problem that has received no attention in the previous literature. So, the key idea at the basis of this work is to apply scalable multiple description coding, hierarchical video streaming and topology management as a solution to tackle problems of bandwidth variation and end-to-end delay minimization. Thanks to the scalability of each description, only using two descriptions, eight possible levels of quality are possible at destination, depending on the actual combination of what is received by each peer.
A key feature of our system is that bandwidth bottlenecks are avoided when constructing the overlay network. Moreover, as we will show numerically, the system will result fair: each peer is equally served and this does not depend on the single bandwidth characteristics.
Likewise most of the systems currently used for our target applications, we use a centralized control realized with a node, in the following indicated to as the Topology Manager, to authenticate users and coordinate the session. Moreover, we assume that this node will also be in charge to determine the best video coding parameters to match actual network conditions. We stress that the accent in our work is on the bandwidth constraints rather than on churn, and the target is to show the improved resilience and flexibility of the scalable multiple descriptions combined with a topology management algorithm.
A case study is presented to analyze bandwidth and protocol behaviors of the used topology management algorithms, and perceived quality for a given video sequence transmitted using our platform is evaluated via simulation.
More in detail, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the scalable multiple description coding and the MDC algorithm we have used. Section 3 gives an overall view of the proposed platform. Details about the source and the generic peer are given as well as the algorithms adopted to create the multiple description trees. Finally, Section 4 shows the performance of the proposed system evaluated in the considered case study, analyzing both the protocol temporal behavior and the perceived quality in terms of PSNR of the video sequence received at destination. Finally, Section 5 ends the paper with some ideas on possible future works.
Related Work
In this section we present some background about multiple description coding (Section 2.1) and the multiple description coding (MDC) algorithm used in this paper (Section 2.2).
MDC Background
The concept of multiple description coding goes back to the end of the 1970s with theoretical works [45] on transmission over parallel channels. The idea was then applied in various ways to voice coding (e.g. the work in [46] ). Application to video has been later introduced as the available network bandwidths made this viable, and many variants have been proposed since then as is well reported in the overview paper by Goyal [31] . For recent indepth overview of MDC schemes and applications please refer to [48] and references therein. The basic concept of MDC is to generate independent decodable substreams (the descriptions) from the same data stream so that each of them has a lower quality, but their combination allows recovery of the original stream quality. Ideally this process should be performed without loosing bandwidth efficiency. However, real systems need to introduce in each description an overhead due to standard-related control information (e.g. sequence, picture, block headers) since they must be independently decodable. The key point of this approach is that the descriptions may be transmitted along independent routes thus exploiting one of the best known ways in telecommunications to achieve robust transmission: path diversity. Ideally, the higher the number of paths, the higher the resilience to losses. Practically speaking, we need to take into accounts that each description adds redundancy and then reduces coding efficiency [53] , [54] . Furthermore it is possible to show (see for example [49] , [4] , [5] ) that the most evident advantage is obtained going from a single description to two descriptions, while a further increase in the number of descriptions provides decreasing marginal gains.
A simple MDC scheme is the one proposed in [47] in which odd and even frames of a video sequence are divided into two separate, individually decodable descriptions, each having half the frame rate and that can be decoded using standard receivers. Efficiency of this scheme is clearly affected by the temporal correlation among the descriptions. A way to reduce this redundancy is described in [34] . Such a scheme, called Multiple Description Motion Compensation (MDMC), designs temporal predictors that exploit the temporal correlation not only within a description, but also across the descriptions.
Another simple MDC method is presented in [35] . It is based on the spatial subsampling of the original video sequence along rows and columns of each frame by means of a polyphase spatial sub sampler (PSS-MDC). In this case, inefficiencies are due to the spatial correlation among the descriptions. An improvement to this scheme has been introduced in [36] , where two of the four subsequences are estimated from their neighboring subsequences; then the original and the predicted sequences are coded, respectively, using a standard coder and via discrete cosine transform (DCT) and universal variable length coding (UVLC).
The main drawback of the MDC schemes is that they solely aim at increasing robustness by exploiting link diversity, without addressing other important transmission challenges, such as bandwidth variations or device heterogeneity. A solution for the last two problems is obtained by using some sort of scalability that, on the contrary, lacks of robustness. The complementarily of the two approaches has been exploited to implement Multiple Description Scalable Coding (MDSC) techniques ( [39] , [40] ). A new type of MDSC in which multiple descriptions are obtained via spatial or temporal algorithms as well as SNR algorithms is introduced by several authors using wavelet-based coding (see for example [41] [42], [43] ).
These methods, based on the wavelet transform, generate scalable multiple descriptions using an SNR algorithm applied at a temporal, spatial or hybrid temporal/spatial algorithm but are not compliant with the standard H.264 coder as it does not implement wavelets.
On the contrary, a simple PSS-MD can be implemented on top of almost all the coders, while the one proposed by [36] requires both a coder that supports differential prediction and additional implementation of the DCT and UVLC algorithms, and this causes substantial modification of the standard coders.
The ILPS-MDSC algorithm
In order to develop a system as much compliant as possible with standard codecs, the algorithm named Inter Layer Prediction Spatial -Multiple Description Scalable Coding (ILPS-MDSC) was introduced in [37] , [38] . This algorithm leads to scalable multiple descriptions using a pre-and post-processing scheme based on spatial subsampling, and exploits some of the features provided by scalable extension of the H.264 coder.
As details of the algorithm may be obtained from [37] , [38] , here we limit description to summarize its main characteristics.
The first step is to apply a polyphase spatial subsampling pattern to the incoming frames. The reader may note that different subsampling patterns could be possible and an arbitrary number M of descriptions could be generated, at the cost of additional complexity and reduced coding efficiency. In this paper we refer to the simplest one, with a decimation of two along rows and columns that produces four different subframes.
These four subsequences are highly correlated and, consequently, highly redundant. This correlation is the key factor to exploit MDC as a reliable tool to protect information against losses. Nonetheless we may think to preserve only part of this redundancy while introducing scalability, exploiting some prediction mechanism.
In order to develop an MDC scheme as much compatible as possible with a standard H.264 coder, the idea has been to exploit some of the features provided by the scalable extension of the H.264, called H.264/SVC [44] . Specifically, the coding efficiency can be improved by adding inter-layer prediction tools that can be chosen on a macroblock or sub-macroblock basis, allowing an encoder to select the coding mode that gives the highest coding efficiency.
In our approach, MDSC is achieved reducing the number of descriptions by grouping two subsequences to form a single description. Scalability within each description is obtained by assigning the two subsequences of each description, respectively, one to the base layer and the other to the enhancement layer of the scalable coder as depicted in Fig. 1 , and then exploiting the inter-layer prediction to eliminate redundancy. As detailed in [38] this approach allows to strongly reduce the extra bitrate introduced by the MDC approach. At the end, we obtain two coarse grain scalable (CGS) descriptions which are then transmitted.
At the decoder side, each description is first decoded independently and then, in the post processing part, the two descriptions are merged. Given the scalable structure of each description, the description is reconstructed by first decoding the base plus enhancement layer stream and then extracting the base layer in order to decode also the other subsequence In the post-processing part, the original sequence is obtained by merging the descriptions.
If some information is lost, the missing pixels are reconstructed using the interpolation from the nearest pixels depending on what has been actually lost: a base layer, both base layers, a whole description, remembering that each substream (either base or enhancement) has been obtained from the subsampling of the original sequence. 
System Description
The target of this section is to describe the system we propose in this paper. It is an adaptive live video broadcast platform, where a video source distributes a video stream to a number of clients in a multipoint fashion. In this general description, we assume that video is encoded with an H.264 multiple description encoder with M descriptions. Each description consists of a base layer and an enhancement layer. Multipoint communication is achieved by applying a p2p approach, configuring a multiple treestructured overlay network. Clients are organized in M trees, one for each description. The root of each tree is the source, and specifically the video encoder of the description to be sent on that tree. In the following, clients will be also referred to as nodes of the trees, or peers.
Architecture of the Video Source
The architecture of the video source is shown in Fig. 2 . As it can be seen, its core is the H.264/SVC Video Encoder, implementing the ILPS-MDSC algorithm described in Section 2.2, in order to achieve hierarchical multiple description coding. It receives a raw video stream in CIF format as its input and produces an H.264 video flow, made up of M different and independent descriptions, each to be forwarded to one of the M multiple-description trees. The raw video from the source is first sub-sampled and M descriptions (each corresponding to a QCIF video) are thus generated (each description has one base layer and one enhancement layer). In Every T P seconds, the source changes the encoding target for each tree. More specifically, for the generic tree j, at the slot n it uses the set of bandwidths received by each peer, B ሺ݊) ሺ)
, smoothed with an exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) filter defined as follows:
Where ‫ܤ‬ ‫݅‬ ሺ݆) (n -1) and ‫ܤ‬ ‫݅‬ ሺ݆) ሺ݊) are the filtered bandwidths at the (n -1) th and n th update
is the instantaneous uplink bandwidth at the n th slot, and ߚ (ENC) is the EWMA control parameter ranging from 0 to 1; values of ߚ (ENC) close to 1 give more importance to the history of the bandwidth process, achieving a process that is less sensitive to high "frequencies" (therefore able to smooth the short-term variations), but having slower responses to bandwidth changes; conversely, very low values of ߚ (ENC) give more importance to recent measures, achieving greater responsiveness. The encoding target for the generic tree j has been set as follows:
Where K j-1 is a design parameter that allows to reserve some amount of bandwidth for the next trees. The importance of its choice will be discussed in Section 4.3. The term 0.9 is used to further decrease the coding rate in order to absorb potential sudden uplink bandwidth oscillations of peers with respect to the estimated bandwidth.
The amount of bits to be used for each description to encode the base and the enhancement layers, and the relative encoding quality, are determined by the Rate Controller through the quantizer parameter QP, chosen for each level on each description in the range between 0 and 51: the greater the QP value, the poorer the encoding quality.
In addition, in order to make the overlay network more robust to sudden bandwidth oscillations, the 90% (which is the 0.9 term of (2)) of the minimum bit rate available on each tree of the overlay network is used as the target bit rate of the base layer encoder of the description to be sent on that tree. The rate for the whole description (base+enhancement layers) is determined as the 100% of the bandwidth available at the 40% of the nodes with the highest bandwidths.
Another important block in the video source architecture is the Topology Manager, which decides and maintains the network topology of each tree by deciding the position of each peer within the tree. The Topology Manager can be implemented as centralized unit, as in Coopnet [33] or distributed, as in [52] . In the case of a centralized Topology Manager, it can reside in the same host of the source, or in any other host in the Internet. In the other case, the Topology Manager can be distributed in M different units, one for each tree. In Section 3.3 we will discuss about the impact of this choice in terms of bandwidth overhead due to the distributed choice. However, we have observed in our experiments that the workload of the Topology Manager, even for large networks with some thousands of peers, is sustainable by a single host, given that topology refresh events are run every T T seconds (in our experiments we have used T T = 30 seconds. For this reason, also taking into account the overhead introduced by the distributed approach besides possible problems of synchronization between different Topology Manager entities, we decided to apply the centralized approach, and in the following we will limit our description to it. However, let us note that an extension to the distributed approach is very easy and involves implementation issues only. To adapt the overlay network topology to the bandwidth variations of the underlying network, the Topology Manager uses the uplink bandwidths of all the peers collected by the Bandwidth Statistic Manager. Moreover, it implements an algorithm to manage both peer arrival and departure events. In detail, the Topology Manager is responsible of the following tasks: -When a new peer arrives, this peer issues an admission request to the Topology Manager in order to receive both its position in each tree, and the IP address of the peers that will be its parents. The new peer is temporally inserted as a leaf until the next topology refresh. Moreover, the Topology Manager sends the IP address of the new peer to its parent node on each tree. In this way, the parent node in each tree inserts the IP of the new child in the Replicator of the relating tree, in order to create another copy of the packets for the new child. The parent nodes create also a new buffer for their new child and communicate to the Packetizer to handle the new node child. Finally, the parent nodes insert the IP address of their new child in the Bandwidth Estimator to start estimation with it. -The case of departures nodes has been handled as in CoopNet [33] . If a node leaves gracefully, it contacts the Topology Manager, telling it to find a new parent for each of its child nodes. Instead, when a node leaves ungracefully, its children notice its absence by monitoring their own incoming packet loss rate. The children are then responsible for contacting the Topology Manager and requesting a new parent. In both cases, the parent nodes delete the IP address of the departing peers from their Replicators. Moreover, they destroy the relating buffers and communicate to the Packetizer to stop serving that child node. The IP address of the departing peer is also removed from the Bandwidth Estimator. implements an algorithm to manage run-time topology modifications after bandwidth variations. In order to avoid excessively strong oscillations of both the encoding quality, the network topology and the system behavior, the bandwidth values B ሺ௨) (n) are smoothed with an exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) filter like that defined in (1). To this end, the Topology Manager EWMA ( EWMA TM ) uses a specific control parameter β
. Fig. 3 summarizes the smoothing behavior of the two EWMA filters used to smooth the bandwidth passed to the encoder and the one used by the Topology Manager. 
Architecture of the Generic Peer
It has been designed to mainly perform two functions:
1. video play-out and forwarding; 2. bandwidth estimation.
The architecture of the generic peer is shown in Fig. 4 . Each peer receives IP packets containing M video descriptions which are first managed by the Packet Classifier and then sent to both the Decoder and the Replicators.
In the Decoder block an interpolator takes the sub-sampled descriptions and generates the original CIF format video, with a quality obviously dependent on the number of descriptions and, for each description, the number of levels that are available at the decoding time.
At the same time, they are transmitted along the M multiple-description trees. As for the case of the source, a Replicator block is needed for each multiple-description tree, in order to create at most F P streams, with F P ≤ F ሺிை) , one for each child of the generic peer. The bits received at each frame interval are queued in the Buffers. Of course, if estimation has been made correctly, the base layer of each description will find enough bandwidth on the transmission channels, and will not incur in any packet losses. However, given that the encoder target is decided on the bandwidth filtered with the EWMA ENC filter, and the decision is done at each T P seconds, due to bandwidth variations some loss is possible in the Buffers.
Each of the F P streams coming from these Buffers ends up into a Packetizer that, using the information received by the Topology Manager of the source about the IP addresses of the peer's children on each tree, is responsible for packet creation and transmission on the Internet.
Finally, packets are sent to the Scheduler which, as the one discussed for the source, applies a weighted round robin algorithm to serve flows of each description for each child, with an amount of bandwidth proportional to the estimated uplink bandwidths.
In addition to video play-out and forwarding, another important function performed by each peer is the uplink bandwidth estimation towards their children on each distribution tree. This task is performed by the Bandwidth Estimator block, which periodically sends the estimated bandwidths, the array B pi of Fig. 4 , to the Bandwidth Statistic Manager of the source, as discussed for the video source diagram of Fig. 2 . The purpose of this function is to achieve the best performance in small-size networks. Conversely, if we consider large networks, the algorithm can be slightly modified to be more scalable, but with worse performances. This part of the system is completely general and any bandwidth estimation algorithm can be plugged in. The choice of it is beyond the purpose of this paper. For example, in addition to the basic estimation algorithm, a more sophisticated one to predict the bandwidth in the short or middle term (e.g. [30, 29] ) can be applied.
Tree construction Algorithm
In this section we will describe the algorithm we propose to construct and manage the overlay network topology. The algorithm is defined for a forest network constituted by M trees, each to be used to support one hierarchical description of the MDC video flow. As already said in Section 3, the MDC video source will be the root of all the trees; this algorithm will assign a position in each distribution tree to all the peers in the network. The target is to obtain an overlay network which is as stable as possible to peer bandwidth variations, and supporting bandwidth uplink sharing of each peer among the M trees.
Let us now define the algorithm to construct the M trees.
Tree 1 construction algorithm
To construct the first tree, we consider the bandwidth that the generic peer p i reserves for the Tree 1; it is given by its overall uplink bandwidth:
The TM chooses the F ௌ ሺிை) peers having the highest available bandwidth calculated as in ( 3), and connects them as children of the source. Then, for each of these peers, the same operation is repeated, choosing the next F ሺிை) peers with the highest available uplink bandwidth. This algorithm is run recursively until all the peers get a position in the tree.
Tree j construction algorithm
To construct the generic Tree j, we consider the available bandwidth for the generic peer p i given by its uplink bandwidth, reduced by the bandwidth used in the trees 1, …., j-1, that is:
where: -B (ENC,,j-1) is the estimated average source encoding rate on the tree j -1; it is defined in (1); -F ሺିଵ) is the number of children of the peer p i on the tree j -1.
Let us note that, as already said in Section 3.1, the MDC source encodes each description using a rate further decreased with a factor 0.9 to absorb potential sudden uplink bandwidth oscillations of peers with respect to the estimated bandwidth.
Once each peer reserves a portion of its bandwidth to the considered Tree j according to (4) , the TM chooses the F ௌ ሺிை) peers having the highest available bandwidth P , ሺ) and connects them as children of the source. Then, for each of these peers, the same operation is repeated, choosing the next F ሺிை) peers with the highest residual bandwidth. This algorithm is run recursively until all the peers get a position in the tree.
Let us note that the transmission overhead generated to perform this algorithm is small as compared to the transmitted video traffic: the only amount of data exchange to implement this protocol is due to the communications of the time-variant values of the estimated bandwidth from peers to the Bandwidth Statistic Manager, and the IP address of the parent on each tree from the Topology Manager to each peer. Taking into account that this occurs at each T T seconds, the overhead bandwidth values are:
where S B is the number of bytes needed to represent the bandwidth value, S IP is the number of bytes needed to represent an IP address, i.e. S B = 4 and S IP = 4. In the case the Topology Manager is distributed in M entities, one for each tree, an additional overhead is introduced for the transmission of information from the Bandwidth Statistic Manager to the TM entity managing the first tree, and from the generic (j -1)-th TM entity and the j-th one, for each j ϵ {2,…,M}. In this case we have an additional overhead bandwidth for each TM entity given by:
Case study
In this section we evaluate performance of the proposed system. To this end, taking into account that peer churn is not a matter for the considered scenarios of real-time multicast video streaming as discussed in the Introduction section, we will carry out a steady-state analysis, assuming that the number of peers in the network remains constant for the whole duration of the analysis. In this way our study does not depend on the particular algorithm used to manage the topology structure when peer arrivals or departures occur. Let N be the number of peers. Let us note that this assumption does not influence the generality of the achieved results. In fact, peer churn can be considered as another cause of bandwidth variation, and therefore paper conclusions with this assumption can be extended to the case of peer churn.
In our analysis we consider a video sequence of 30 minutes, relative to an e-learning session captured from the Italian broadcast television. We assumed that it is transmitted to a number of N = 1000 clients accessing the Internet through different Internet Service Providers (ISP) and links, with different bandwidth capabilities.
As discussed so far, we assume that access links have downlink bandwidth much greater than the uplink bandwidth. Due to the intrinsic oscillations of the bandwidth for such a kind of links, and the fact that the considered video distribution application shares this bandwidth with other applications on the same host and with other hosts in the same local network, the net bandwidth available runtime to this application presents a behavior which may have a strong impact on the performance of the whole system.
In order to well capture a real scenario, we have considered clients with heterogeneous Internet access links, belonging to C = 5 different classes, organized with decreasing average uplink bandwidth values.
The source belongs to another class, with different statistics, specifically with a much greater average uplink bandwidth value. Randomly assigning classes to the 1000 peers to simulate a real case, we obtained: As far as the source settings are concerned, as already said in Section 2.1, in [49] it was demonstrated that the biggest advantage is obtained using no more than two descriptions; a further increase in the number of substreams only leads to a marginal increment in performance as compared with the introduced bandwidth overhead. For this reason we will use M = 2 descriptions (therefore M = 2 trees). The other source parameters were set to T T = 30 seconds,
Finally, we have considered a fan-out parameter F = 2 equal for all the nodes. In this way the network is constituted by two trees, each with 10 levels. Each level is full, except for the last one which contains 511 leaves. For further motivation on using these parameters, the reader is referred to [26] ,where a modified version of this system plugged with an FGS encoder has already been applied successfully.
The source coder is built on top of the H.264/SVC coder version 9. Further details on its implementation are given in Section 2.2. The main options provided by the original coder have been set as follows: -YUV 4:2:0 CIF sequence with 25 fps -1/4 pixel accuracy for motion estimation -a single reference frame -GOP size of 8 -I frame every second (i.e. every 25 frames) -16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8 inter-prediction blocks with SAD metric -Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding as entropy coding (CABAC) -randomly assign the number of users for each class; -simulate the available uplink bandwidth for each peer, according to the class it belongs to; -simulate the overlay network, by implementing the Topology Manager with the Tree Construction algorithm, and the consequent topology variations for each tree.
The output of the OUSim block is constituted by three files:
1. enc.dat, a trace file containing the bandwidth values calculated by the Bandwidth Statistic Manager of the source at each T T seconds, and passed to the H.264/SVC Video Encoder to perform the video encoding operation; 2. bandwidth.dat, a trace file containing the available uplink bandwidth for each peer, generated with the bandwidth generation process described in Section 4.1; 3. topology.dat, a trace file containing the position of each peer on each tree for each time interval.
The first file is used by the Video Encoder block to achieve the encoded video traces. The Video Decoder block, using the file bandwidth.dat and the file topology.dat, evaluates the amount of bits that each peer receives for each frame and for each description, and decodes video applying these information. The output of the Video Decoder block are:
1. the PSNR trace for each frame received by each peer, taking into account the number of received descriptions; 2. the trace containing an overall Quality parameter for each peer, according to the definition in (9) .
The OUSim simulator block is publicly available for download at [28] . Other sections of this chapter are Section 4.2, which analyzes the protocol behavior using our overlay network simulator and Section 4.3 which presents some numerical results achieved by our platform and provides some hints to design the platform.
Bandwidth generation process
Let p i be the generic peer and c i ϵ {1, …,C} its class. In this section we describe the algorithm we used to generate the uplink bandwidth behavior capturing first-and second-order statistics of a given peer.
Let BW pi (n) be the uplink bandwidth process of the generic peer pi. We generate this process in two steps: first we generate a bandwidth process with a modified version of the Switched Batch Bernoulli Process (SBBP) (see [25, 27] for a detailed description), the most general Markov modulated process in the discrete-time domain. Then we smooth the obtained process with a EWMA filter, as introduced in Section 3.1, with a EWMA control parameter ߙ.
The SBBP process was modulated by an L-state underlying Markov chain, where the mean permanence is a geometrically-distributed random variable with mean value M ߤ , equal for all the states. Once the underlying Markov chain leaves a state, it moves to one of the other states with the same probability. To this end, indicating two generic states of the underlying Markov chain as h and k, with h ϵ {1, …,L} and k ϵ {1, …,L}, and M ߤ as the mean time (expressed in slot) of each Markov chain state, we define the generic element from the state h to the state k as follows:
During the permanence of the Markov chain in the generic state h, the value of the uplink bandwidth of the peer Pi at the slot n, BW pi (n), is randomly chosen according to a Gaussian distribution characterized by:
1. the mean value associated to its class c i calculated as: with equal to the average uplink value of the intermediate state of the class C; 2. a standard deviation calculated as the 8% of .
Let us stress that the bandwidth generation technique and the values described above are only provided for the reproducibility of the results achieved: any other bandwidth generation process can be used. Other bandwidth processes used by the authors have provided equally significant results and have led to the same conclusions discussed below.
In our case study we have used a slot duration of 1 sec, a number of states of the Markov chain L = 5, a mean duration of the permanence in each state of the underlying Markov chain M ߤ= 60 slots, = 370.000 bits/s, and an EWMA control parameter α = 0.8.
The bandwidth generation tool and the uplink bandwidth processes used for all the simulations are available at [28].
Temporal Analysis of the Protocol Behavior
In this section we analyze the protocol behavior for an overlay network built using the algorithm described in Section 3.3, in the case study described so far. In this analysis we used a bandwidth distribution parameter K 1 = 0.7.
We first show in Figs. 6, 7 , and 8 the behavior of three generic peers (a peer of class 1 on the left, a peer of class 3 in the middle, and a peer of class 5 on the right) taken as examples over an interval time of 600 seconds.
More specifically, Fig. 6 presents the instantaneous uplink bandwidth of the considered peers on each tree, calculated as in Equation (3) for the first tree, and Equation (4) The reader notes that Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are strictly correlated. Peers with low bandwidth values get lower positions in Tree 1 and, consequently, they are more likely to be leaves; conversely, peers with higher bandwidth values lie in the upper levels in Tree1, and are more likely to be internal nodes. Similar considerations hold for Tree 2, where the available bandwidth is calculated as in Equation (4). 
Numerical results
Now, with the overlay network topology presented so far, we show some results in terms of PSNR and loss percentage of the transmitted sequences to the 1000 peers. As a performance measure, we evaluate the overall quality perceived at destination with the objective Quality parameter defined in [50] , and modified here in order to take into account the frame loss probability. This parameter was introduced because simply averaging the PSNR over the noncorrupted video frames could be unfair since the smaller frames are clearly of poorer quality but also more likely to be received thanks to their reduced bandwidth requirement. As far as the number of frame losses are concerned, we will consider a frame loss when its corresponding base layer is not fully received in both the trees.
The Quality parameter we have modified models the overall video quality at destination as a function of both the mean PSNR in dB of the received frames and the frame rate. More specifically, the Quality parameter is defined as follows: Q =0.45 · psnr + ((1-p)fr -5)/10 -7.9 (12) where psnr is the mean PSNR computed for the frames arrived at destination, fr is the video encoding frame rate, p is the frame loss percentage (that is, the number of lost frames divided by the total number of transmitted ones).
Every second, each peer reports to the rate controller of the video source the information about the available bit rate for each tree; then the Bandwidth Statistic Manager sends to the encoder the estimated minimum bandwidth (filtered using EWMA ENC ) every T P seconds: such an information is used to drive the coder to adapt the bit rate of the coded video to the link conditions of the worst tree. This means that the coder will adapt the bit rate according to the bandwidth variations.
As already described in Section 3.1, the 90% of the minimum bit rate available on each tree is used as the target bit rate of the base layer of each description, whereas the 90% of bit rate available at the 40% of nodes with the highest bandwidth at each second is used as the bit rate of the whole description (base + enhancement layers).
In order to highlight the performance of the multiple description algorithm, we first report the performance of the coder when receiving different combinations of the descriptions (i.e. no received at all, received only the base layer or received both the layers). Depending on what is actually received, for each frame of the simulation the following cases may occur:
1. only the base layer of the description on the Tree 1 is received; 2. only the base layer of the description on the Tree 2 is received; 3. the base layer of both descriptions is received; 4. the whole description on the Tree 1 is received; 5. the whole description on the Tree 2 is received; 6. the whole description on the Tree 1 and the base layer of the Tree 2 are received; 7. the base layer of the description on the Tree 1 and the whole other description of the Tree 2 are received; 8. both descriptions are received.
The impact of the above eight cases is depicted in Fig. 9 and have been averaged over all peers for values of K 1 ranging between 0.1 and 1. The vertical lines at the top of each column indicate the minimum and the maximum PSNR values measured for each case. We have not considered the case K 1 = 0 because that would give all the available bandwidth to just the first tree, thus making useless the other tree. Clearly, as we increase the amount of information received, the performance at destination increases. The best performance is achieved in the case 8 (last bar of each graphic), when both the descriptions are fully received. In particular, classifying the eight cases shown above according to the number of received subdescriptions (the whole description is formed by two sub-descriptions -base and enhancement layers), we obtain: -cases 1 and 2 regard the reception of one sub-description only; -cases 3, 4 and 5 regard the reception of two sub-descriptions; -cases 6 and 7 regard the reception of three sub-descriptions;
We can derive the following remarks: the best performance seems to be achieved with K 1 = 0:5 and K 1 = 0:7, as we obtain a more uniform PSNR value. More specifically, the values of columns 1 and 2 for K 1 = f0:5; 0:7g are closer each other with respect to other values of K 1 . Same considerations hold for columns 3, 4 and 5, and columns 6 and 7. This uniformity happens because the bit rate information relative to the Tree 1 and 2 received by the Rate Controller, and used to drive the encoder, are similar to each other. Consequently, the video encoder adapts itself to the available bandwidth sending streams encoded with similar quality levels on the two trees. Conversely, for lower values of K 1 , quality is higher for the Tree 2 which has higher bandwidth. Moreover, when using high values of K 1 , if sudden bandwidth oscillations reach the minimum available bandwidth in the Tree 1 or Tree 2, peers may lose data; this usually produces worse performance. An observation has to be done for columns 3 and 8 where the used interpolation is different than the one used in columns 4 and 5. The vertical line for column 3 is sometime higher than the one in columns 4 or 5: in such a case the interpolator worked better. Interpolator is not used at all for column 8 because both the descriptions are successfully received in this case. Fig. 10(a) shows the overall PSNR performance: the PSNR value is first averaged for each peer during its lifetime, and then averaged over all the peers. The constant line indicates the PSNR value in the case of a single tree. The best performances are obtained using K 1 = 0:7. Moreover, the reader notices that using M = 2 trees improves on the case of the single tree. Fig. 10(b) shows the overall loss percentage. No losses occur for K 1 = {0.1, 0.3}. The reader notices that losses in the case of single tree are higher. This indicates that in those situation the allocation of bandwidth between the two different trees is made in a way that the available bandwidth is always greater than the bitrate of the stream. In order to analyze together the above performance, Fig. 11 shows the overall Q parameter defined as in (12) : also in this case, the Q value is first averaged for each peer during its lifetime, and then averaged over all the peers. As for the PSNR and the loss percentage, the Q value is worst in the case of the single tree. Moreover let us note that the curve representing Q is more smoothed than the PSNR for K 1 ≥ 0:5. This happens because the Q computation is affected by the number of losses, and these last ones occur for K 1 ≥ 0:3 (see Fig. 10 (b) ). As for the PSNR, the best performances for the Q parameter are obtained using K 1 = 0:7.
Finally, in order to evaluate peer fairness, we evaluated the Jain Fairness Index [51] for the PSNR in Fig. 12 ; the case of M = 2 is compared to the case of the single tree. Again, the reader may notice that results are better when using the proposed approach also in terms of PSNR peer fairness. It follows that each peer is equally served and this does not depend on the single bandwidth characteristics. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a video streaming platform over p2p networks that exploits a careful organization of the multicast distribution tree and controls the parameters of the video coder feeding back the actual bandwidths made available for the service by the peers. Reliability and flexibility are ensured by employing a video server equipped with a coder capable to generate scalable multiple descriptions streams which are routed through different trees. Comparisons between the proposed approach to build an overlay network and a single tree structure show that the former improves over the latter in terms of PSNR and frame loss. Moreover, using the Jain Fairness Index, we have shown that the system is fair: peers receives the video stream independently of their bandwidth characteristics. A detailed analysis allowed us to determine the best value for the K 1 parameter. This value can be thought as the best value able to balance the bandwidth between the M trees. In particular, the target of this paper has been to: -define a real-time multimedia multipoint transmission platform, whose QoS constraints are stringent in terms of end-to-end delays; for such a purpose, we have adopted multiple trees topologies; -define the architecture of the system; -define a strategy for bandwidth distribution among the M trees which is applied in a distributed fashion by the MDC encoder and by each peer; -define a strategy of topology management which takes into account the uplink bandwidth of each peer, in particular, the bandwidth that each peer is able to provide and use in each tree. -tackling bandwidth oscillations of the links of the underlying networks by applying scalable multiple description coding, hierarchical video streaming and topology management.
Further work is foreseen to improve granularity of the adaptation algorithm and the possibility to generate unbalanced substreams even when the number M of trees is greater than two. Moreover, peer departures and arrivals, which affect system connectivity, represent another problem to be taken into account in our future research. Last but not least, we want to study the effects of the introduction of a fine grain scalablity (FGS) to encode the base and enhancement layers of the descriptions.
